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A study of the use of special exceptions in zoning was
made to determine the extent of use, administrative procedure,
and kind of uses allowed as special exceptions to the zoning
ordinance. There is no agreement among zoners concerning how
and when these exceptions should be used.
Sixty-seven zoning ordinances were analyzed by means of
check sheets. The results of these sheets were assembled and
tabulated on two charts to make possible a comparison of the
ordinances studied. These charts show how special exceptions
are granted, for what uses, who grants them, and into which
zones they are allowed. Questionnaires were sent to the zoning
boards of appeals of the ordinances analyzed, in an attempt to
learn their opinions and experience concerning these questions
and to determine how these ordinances, in effect, function.
This analysis showed a wide variation in the concept of
what a special exception is and what its function should be.
For the most part no distinction was drawn between a special
exception and a variance, few vaguely defined them and twenty-
six actually made an effort to distinguish between them.
The board of appeals was the agency most frequently
given authority to grant special exceptions. Some ordinances
give authority to as many as three separate agencies, which
leads to administrative conflicts.
Uses listed as special exceptions are those which are
needed to serve a neighborhood and occur only in small numbers.
It is difficult to provide for such uses as public buildings,
cemeteries, airports, etc., in the ordinance itself by general
statements and they are therefore listed as special exceptions
to be granted by and at the discretion of the board of appeals.
Qualitative and locational restrictions can thus be attached
to meet the needs of each special exception.
It is recommended that a clear distinction be made as
to the function a special exception and variance are to serve.
This is necessary to avoid confusion in administration of the
ordinance. Special exceptions can be an important part of
zoning if there is a clear understanding of their use. This
can be brought about by carefully defining in the ordinance
the uses to be allowed, limitations to be applied, and pro-
cedure for granting. The jurisdiction of the board of appeal
must be clearly set forth.
The only body that should perform this function is a
board of appeals created for that purpose. Neither zoning ad-
ministrators nor legislative bodies should have this power since
they are not set up for.this purpose. A board of appeals can
serve to make the ordina'nce more flexible and can -adjust.the
ordinance to community needs. Action of the board can be
reviewed by the courts and constructive adjustment made.
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1PART I
INTRODUCTION
Special exceptions, as used in zoning practice today,
are subject to wide variation in definition and usage. There
is no clear agreement of what the fa.nction and purpose of
allowing special exceptions to the zoning ordinance should be
and little agreement among drafters of zoning ordinances as
to just how these special exceptions should be used. No one
particular method of using special exceptions in the ordinance
is evident in zoning practice today.
In the early days of zoning, variances were introduced
to provide relief from the strict application of the district
height and area regulations. Itst purpose was to relieve
undue hardship and to provide that no person would be deprived
of the reasonable use of his property without compensation.
The variance was intended to lift the burden of the regula-
tions only enough to allow some reasonable development of the
land, and was not intended to accomplish what an ammendment
to the map would do.
Special exceptions to the zoning ordinance were first
included to allow some flexibility in the application of the
district regulations. These special exceptions were not
intended to relieve hardship but were utilized to allow
some specific uses in zones where such uses might be trouble-
some if allowed as a right by the terms of the ordinance.
In allowing these specific uses as a special exception rather
than as a right, more control of features that might have been
2detrimental to surrounding property and in conflict with the
general zoning plan was possible. Certain specified protective
conditions could be applied in addition to the district
regulations. By giving the ordinance such flexibility, it
was possible to allow uses necessary for the public conven-
ience and welfare in districts where they were needed but
where they might have caused trouble if allowed without restric-
tions.
In zoning practice, confusion has arisen as to what
the purpose of- the special exception should be. There is
confusion over the distinction between a special exception
and a variance with the resultant lack of agreement as to just
what function each should serve. For the purpose of-examin-
ing the use of the special exception in zoning practice today
this study was undertaken. We felt that a study of this part
of the zoning ordinance might shed some light on this problem
and possibly reveal the potentialities underlying the use of
special exceptions.
3PART II
METEIODOLOGY
Pur pose. Such a study should determine, among other
things, degree of use of special exceptions, how the intent
of special exceptions has worked out in practice, the reasons
for confusion of special exceptions and variance, and whether
or not special exceptions are really needed in the zoning
ordinance.
To answer these questions, this study was directed to-
ward an analysis of the zoning ordinances only with no referrence
being made to state enabling legislation. It is recognized
that a limitation to a comprehensive investigation of the
use of special exceptions by reference only to the zoning
ordinance rests in the fact that state enabling legislation
is the source from which power to grant special exceptions
stems. The state enabling legislation influences the gene4al
form special exceptions assume in the ordinance* Therefore
a complete analysis of the zoning ordinance would require a
study of the enabling legislation and also a study of inter-
pretation and court decisions. Due to limitations of time,
we felt that the most productive effort would be that which
was directed toward analysis of the ordinance insofar as
obtaining direct answers to the questions set forth previously.
To analyze every zoning ordinance in the country is
clearly a task beyond the scope of this study. A methed of
selection that would give a fair cross-section of zoning
practice today was employed. Letters describing briefly the
4intentions and purposes of this study were sent to men
prominent in the field of zoning requesting recommendations
as to ordinances that should be considered*. An effort
was made to choose ordinances representing a wide geographical
distribution and a range in size from large to small. Thirty-
nine letters were written and ,thirty-one replies were received
containing suggestions of ordinances that should be considered
in the study. From these suggested ordinances, sixty-seven
were chosen for analysis in this study.2
Definition of variance and special exceotion. From a
preliminary study of the ordinances selected, it was found
that there existed great variation in the concept of what
special exceptions and variances should accomplish and how
they were used. Because of this wide variety of treatment in
the ordinances a definition of a special exception and a
variance was needed to serve as a basis of comparing one
ordinance to another. These definitions are to serve as a
standard by which the provisions dealing with special exceptions
and variances contained in the ordinance may be classified and
tabulated. We made use of these definitions to permit a separa-
tion of the provisions allowing special exceptions and variances
regardless of what such variations or exceptions were called in
the ordinance.
For analyzing the ordinances, we defined special
exceptions as those uses specifically listed in the ordinance
1See appendix A.
2See appendix B.
5that could be allowed, at the discretion of a body given
authority to grant these exceptions to the ordinance, in
districts where they would otherwise be excluded. Any excep-
tion for use, granted at the discretion of such a body was
,considered a special exception regardless of the name given
it in the ordinance. We did not consider the granting of
variations to minimum yard requirements, building height and
density- as special exceptions, in terms-of this definition.
This definition does not coincide in all ways with that
recommended later in the study.3 However, to take into con-
sideration all the differences in the ordinances analyzed,
this arbitrary definition was necessary.
For the purpose of tabulating special exceptions and
variances as used in the different ordinances, we defined a
variance as an exception to or variation of the terms of the
ordinance, not granted for use, but granted at the discretion
of a body having authority to vary the application of the
terms of the ordinance. Exceptions to yard requirements,
height and density regulations were bund. to be the ones most
often granted as a variance by this definition. In applying
these definitions for a special exception and'a variance, any
exception granted for use was called a special exception and
not a variance. Although this arbitrary definition may have
labeled as a special exception some variance that was rightly
granted: for use, such cases are so few that for the purpose
of this study we felt that any exception for use should be
3 See pages 22-23.
6called a special exception. While there may be a very few
cases when a use variance could be granted due to unnecessary
hardship, most use variances are actually special exceptions
in disguise.
Forms and questionnaire. Two -forms were used in ana-
lyzing each ordinance.k The first consisted of questions
relating to general background'and the method of granting
special exceptions. These questions were designed to be
answered from the ordinance itself and to show how special
oneptions 'are treated and whether or not they are clearly
distinguished from variances.
The second form was a list of uses most commonly grant-
ed as special exceptions with space provided to add others
which an ordinance might use. The form was set up to show
in which zone these uses were ,allowed as a special exception
and in which zone they were allowed as a right.
To designate the zone a use was allowed in would be
meaningless without the definition of which uses that :zone
allowed as a right. To solve this problem, five zones were
defined'for the needs of this study: three residential, one
commercial and one industrial. The zones of each ordinance
were then classified and grouped according to these defini.
tions regardless of the designation given -by the ordinance.
This permitted a standard by which ordinances could be compar-
ed to each other even though a designation such as R-1 in one
ordinance might correspond to an A-3 zone in another ordinance.
ASee appendix C.
7The definitions given for this purpose are:
1. Single family residential districts.
2. Two family residential districts.
3. Multi-family residential districts.
C. Commercial and business districts.
I. Industrial and manufacturing districts.
In a few cases it was difficult to get a clear idea
of the use of special exceptions from a literal interpretation
of the zoning ordinance by the method of analysis used. Local
interpretation of some ordinances may differ from the inter-
pretation given in answering the questions on the check -sheets
used. However, the check sheets, as designed, gave a clear
picture of most of the ordinances tabulated.
The results of the analysis of zoning ordinances by
the use of the two check sheets were tabulated on charts to
show a summary of results and a comparison of ordinances.
One chart showed the zone in which a certain use was allowed
and whether it went there as a right or as a special excep-
tion.5 When the ordinance was unclear as to the district in
which a use was allowed or method of granting that use, this
was noted on the chart. This chart also showed the total
number of times a use was allowed as a special exception and
the number of different uses each ordinance permitted as a
special exception. The second chart was a compilation of in-
formation dealing with general backcground and method of grant-
ing special exceptions. 6
5See appendix D.
6See appendix E.
8Following this a questionnaire was sent to the chair-
men of the zoning boards of appeal in the sixty-seven cities
whose zoning ordinances were used for analysis in this study.
Questionnaires were also sent to thirty-three -additional
cities, making a total of one hundred. We felt this procedure
to be a useful way to close the gap between the literal inter-
pretation of the ordinances by us and the interpretation
applied by the various boards of appeal. The questions sought
to bring out the experience of the boards by getting their
opinions on matters relating-to purpose and method of granting
special exceptions.7
Accompanying these questionnaires was a letter briefly
8giving the definitions previously stated. This allowed those
receiving the questionnaire to base their reply on the sme
definition so that there would be some consistency in the
answers.
Out of a total of one hundred questionnaires sent out,
fifty-five percent were filled out and returned.9 Of those
returned, only two were not useful due to an apparent mis-
understanding of the questionnaire.
SSee appendix G-2.
See appendix G-.l
9See appendix G-3.
9PART III
FINDINGS
General. In tabulating the provisions of ordinances
studied, it was f ound that special exceptions were granted
in almost all cases. Out of the sixty-seven zoning by-laws
analyzed, only three had no provisions f ac allowing a special
exception. Of the three by-laws which did not allow special
exceptions--Cook county, (Ill.), Bensenville, (Ill.), and
Ottawa, Canada--only in the Bensenville ordinance was there
definite evidence that a special exception would not be allow-
ed. In the other two, -the voarding of the ardinance was such
that use exceptions could have been granted as a variance,
depending on the interpretation of the variance provision of
the ordinance. However, these provisions were not sufficient-
ly clear to have been classed as special exceptions by the
10-definitions previously set forth.
At the outset of the study, we had thought there
might be a correlation between size of city, number of use
districts and number of special exceptions provided for in
the zoning ordinance. For this reason, thecities were listed
11
on the tabulation charts according to population. From the
information tabulated, there seemed to be no such correlation
evident. In New York City, which was the largest studied,
there- were nine use districts and only six specific special
exceptions allowed. In Winston-Salem, a medium sized city,
1 0 See page 4..
lSee appendix D and E.
10
there were eleven use districts and twenty-three special
exceptions were allowed. In Middletown, (R.I.), a small
town, there were six use districts and thirteen special excep-
tions allowed by the terms of the ordinance. Such variation
as above existed throughout the sample of sixty-seven zoning
ordinances studied. Some of the small cities had more use
districts than large ones and allowed more special exceptions.
Even if there had been a correlation between size of city,
number of use districts and number of special exceptions
allowed, the assumption that this would indicate the extent
of granting of special exceptions may not be valid because of
differences in the enabling legislation, interpretation of
the ordinance by the board of appeal-and by the courts and
other factors which were beyond the scope of this study.
In some of the ordinances studied, such as Detroit,
Seattle, and Rye, (N.Y.), there was no clear distinction made
between a special exception and a variance as defined in this
study. This indicated that it would have been possible to
grant a special exception for use under the guise of a var-
iance or vice versa. An attempt was made to determine which
ordinances made a clear distinction between a variance and a
special exception, both in definition within the ordinance and
in procedure for granting. The tabulation showed that twenty-
six of the ordinances studied made this clear distinction.1 2
Tabulation showed that there was not much uniformity
in the terms used in the ordinances studied to define a
12See appendix E.
11
special exception. Such terms as "Variation of the provisions
of the ordinance," "determine and vary the application,"
"variation, " and "conditional use" were commonly used. The
specific term "special exception" was the most common' term.
Who grants special exceptions? The power to grant
special exceptions to the terms of the ordinance was given to
several bodies in the municipalities studied. In thirty-four
of the sixty-seven ordinances analyzed the power to grant
special exceptions was given only to a board of appeal pro-
vided for that purpose by the terms of the ordinance. In
ten of the cities, special exceptions were granted only by
the legislative body, usually upon recommendation of the zon-
ing commission or planning board. In only one city, San
Francisco, was the authority to grant special exceptions
given to the planning agency. None of the ordinances
studied gave the zoning enforcement officer, usually the
building inspector, the sole power to grant special exceptions
although in two cities he could grant certain special excep-
tions. In four of the cities, the sole power to grant special
exceptions was given to some person or commission other than
the above. This function was performed by the board of public
service in St. Louis, by the board of public works in: Seattle,
and by the president of the Board of Trustees in Oak Park,
(Ill.). The granting of special exceptions was done by more
than one body in twelve of the cities studied. In Los
Angeles, for example, certain special exceptions could be
granted by the city council and certain special exceptions
12
by the planning board while .others could be granted by the
building inspector. In some cities there was overlapping
jurisdiction. In other words, the same special exception
could be granted by any one of two or three bodies. Despite
these variations, the board of appeal was the one most often
given the power to grant special exceptions.
There was wide variation in the matter of planning
agency participation in the procedure of granting special
exceptions. Besides San Francisco, which gave jurisdiction
over special exceptions to the planning agency, there were
eight cities that required planning board approval for some
or all uses before a special exception could be granted.
Sixteen cities required that the opinion of the planning agency
be obtained before special exceptions could be granted. This
was referral for an opinion only. In fourteen cities) the
planning agency was represented by one member on the board of
appeal. This was a statutory requirement. This member was
usually a member of the planning commission and was not one of
the technical planning staff.
The number of members appointed to the board of appeal
ranged between three and five in-most cases where board of
appeal membership was mentioned in the ordinance. The vote
required to grant a special exception varied from a majority
to a unanimous vote of the board of appeal. Forty or the
ordinances did not mention the number of members on the board
of appeal or the vote required to grant aspecial exception.
A three-fifths vote was required in eight of the twenty-seven
13
ordinances mentioning this and thirteen required a f our-fifths
vote of the board of appeal to grant a special exception. In
some of the cities a special exception could be granted by a
certain vote (three-fifths or four-fifths) if there were no
objections filed at the public hearing. In the event that
enough objections were filed by neighboring property owners
or others, a unanimous vote was required by the board of ap-
peal to grant the special exception.
In eleven cities, it was not clear in the terms of the
ordinance whether or not a public hearing was required before
a special exception could be granted. All except these eleven
ordinances contained aspecific r eference to procedure f or con-
ducting the required public hearing. The eleven ordinances
having no reference to a public hearing may have neglected to
include it because of this being-provided for in the 'state.
enabling legislation.
Uses allowed as a special exception. 1 3 Tabulation of
specific uses allowed as special exceptions showed tvD fairly
distinct types of uses. In one group, those uses which are
necessary for the public convenience and welfare are evident
such as hospitals, schools and colleges, public utilities,
public buildings and airports. This type of use is one that
is usually needed only in limited numbers in a city and which
may cause undesirable conditions such as traffic congestion
and nuisance if allowed as a right in certain districts. At
the same time, the community convenience and welfare may be
13See appendix D and F.
1+
better served if these uses are allowed in restricted dis-
tricts. This indicates that the need has been recognized for
allowLng these uses by special exception so that certain
qualitative restrictions can be applied viich vuld not be
possible if such uses were allowed as a right in a vhole dis-
trict.
In the other group of special exceptions are uses such
as group dwellings, conversions, gasoline service stations,
tourist and trailer camps, light industry and parking lots
which may be desirable for public convenience if some re-
strictions beyond the district regulations are placed upon
them. This group of uses may also cause traffic congestion,
noise or. other undesirable conditions if allowed to loc ate
as a right anywhere in certain districts. Also in this group
might be included certain noxious industry that could be
allowed as a special exception in industrial distric ts if cer-
tain conditions were met that would safeguard surrounding pro-
perty.
Aside from the pattern of types of uses allowed as spe-
cial exceptions mentioned above there were few other similar-
ities evident in uses allowed as special exceptiorm. Some
cities had peculiar situations such as many large single
family houses which could be more efficiently used if converted
to two or more dwelling units. These w ere of ten taken care
of by special exceptions. Special industrial requirements or
other problems may have influenced the special exception uses
granted in a city.
The list of us es tabulated on the chart as special
exceptions were used for the purposes of this study after
analysis of many ordinances to determine which special ex-
ceptions occurred most frequently.l4 None of the ordinances
used for this study granted all of the uses listed as special
exceptions. In comparable zones, a use was found to have been
allowed as a right in some cities and as a spe'cial exception
in others. Tabulation and comparison of the various zoning by-
laws~studied revealed no correlation or apparent patteTn in:
practice for uses allowed as special exceptions.
Thirty-six of the sixty-seven ordinances allow for a
definite time limit to be placed on certain special exceptions.
Some placed a time limit only on temporary uses such as a
construction shed in a residential zone, a carnival, earth re-
moval and certain uses in undeveloped areas of the city.
Some placed a time limit on a special exception regardless of
whether it was of a permanent or a temporary nature. Only ten
of the ordinances provided for a time limit on permanent uses
as special exceptions. These time limits were placed on the
special exceptions to allow the board of appeal to review the
case at a later date when the character of the surrounding
area may have changed enough to make desirable the termina-
tion of' the special exception. In most cases where there was
a time limit, the board of appeal could grant an extension if
it found that the surrounding property would not be adversely
l4See appendix F.
affected.
In forty two of the ordinances, the petitioner for a
special exception was required to meet certain specified
conditions stated in the ordinance before the board of appeal
could grant the permit. .These required conditions were usually
of a general nature stating that a neighborhood must not
be adversely affected by the use and that the convenience of
the neighborhood must be served. Some ordinances stated
more specific requirements such as the use of shrubbery and
landscaping, nuisance abatement, and standards for vehicular
entrances and exits.
Response to uestionnaire. For the purpose of finding
out how the special exceptions provisions of zoning ordinances
have operated in actual practice, a questionnaire was sent to
boards of appeal in one hundred cities throughout the United
States. With a fifty-five percent return of the questionnaire,
a compilation of the answers received is included in appendix
G-2. The experience of the boards of appeal who responded to
the questionnaire showed that variances are granted more fre-
quently than special exceptions. ' The answers to this question
gave only a comparison of frequency of granting and no actual
numbers were obtained.
In questions II through VI of the questionnaire, we
made an attempt to obtain opinions regarding special exceptions
from boards of appeal who have been actively engaged in process-
ing requests coming before them. Thirty-nine of the respond-
ents felt that special exceptions were either an important
17
part of the ordinance or a useful accessory. A few indicated
only that the special exception was considered troublesome
and some thought it was troublesome in addition to being
important. None considered them unimportant.
The response to the questionnaire showed that most of
the boards of appeal felt that special exceptions should be
allowed only when carefully controlled and defined in the
ordinance itself. Few felt that the board of appeal should
have wide discretionary power as to which uses should be
allowed as special exceptions and where these uses should go.
The boards of appeal themselves did not want the responsibil-
ity of making decisions without a clear limitation in the
ordinance itself.
In the matter of planning agency powers relative to
granting special exceptions there was more difference of
opinion in the questionnaires returned. About equal numbers
thought that the planning agency should have only the right
to express an opinion at the public hearing or to act as an
advisory body to the board of appeal when an opinion was re-
quested or the planning agency should have one member on the
board of appeal. Only six of the boards responding felt that
the planning agency should be given the right to deny any
special exception request.
We considered some of the additional comments received
from the boards of appeal to be valuable in giving an insight
into -their thinking on the matter of special exceptions.
Some of the comments were:
18
Statements checked from II through V are based on
the checkerts opinion of an optimum zoning ordinance for a
city which has virtually exhausted its supply of buildable
area. Such an ordinance should recognize that the charac-
ter of districts designated under the same general zoning
classification, may vary sufficiently to warrant specific
exceptions of a different nature in each, or in some dis-
tricts'no exceptions. If these' "spedifid exceptions" are
found to be justifiably applicable to any district in the
land use analysis, preceding the drafting of the ordinance,
they should be defined in lhe ordinance with specific regu-
lations controlling them.l
The board of appeals has wide power to grant"
variances. What in many cities would be classified as
special exceptions are here thrown in with the variances.
No .special exceptions are provided for in the ordinance.
All cases are handled on appeal from decision of building
inspector--"hardship" is so broadly defined as to be almost
meaningless. We are preparing a new zoning ordinance.
The special exceptions are very useful. They give
a clear authority to the Board in those special cases.
Variances are always debatable, frequently cause neighbor-
hood arguments, and the Board often finds that whatever
decision it makes will hurt somone. I wuld like to see
special exceptions expanded, and the use of variances cur-
tailed.17
Note that no distinction is made between variations
and special exceptions, as the ordinance is appliedby our
board. Therefore practically all applicants claim hardship,
and the above questionnaire does not have any meaning in
our case. . .
The questionnaire recently sent to us has no
application to conditions in Memphis. Our board grants
variations as it pleases.
Paragraph 8 of the section on jurisdiction states
that the board may "interpret the provisions of this ordi-
nance in harmony with their fundamental purpose and intent
where practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships occur."
The board members realize that spot zoning is not
desirable, yet they frequently grant, with a rather wry
countenance, variations which amount to the same thing.
They do makre some effort to restrict such uses to one, two
or three years whenever circumstances permit.1
15Rochester, New Yofk.16Greensboro, North Carolina.
1 Raleigh, North Carolina.
lOMemphis, Tennessee.
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The power to grant special exceptions is frequently
abused, and should be used sparingly, and only vhen
specifically authorized by ordinance. This has not always
been. the case with our Board of Adjustment, vho, like most
citizen boards are prone to exceed their authority, and has
caused considerable trouble in the past.19
The Cook County zoning ordinance, covering about500 square miles of unincorporated area, was so written as
to exclude all "Special Exceptions". Such "Exceptions" as
appear (see marked copy enclosed) are clearly to be acted
upon by the Enforcing Officer. However provision is made
for review of his order, decision or interpretation, by the
Board of Appeals. It was and is believed that most, if not
all, so-called "Special Exceptions" should be the subject
of either Amendment of the Map, or Variation.20
With respect to Special Exceptions (Special Permits)
I think they are a useful accessory, limited as much as
possible.
With respect to Question III, I feel that wherever
Special Exceptions (Special Permits) are involved they
should be by way of an amendment to the ordinance, as our
ordinance provides.
In regard to Question IV, in my language the power
should rest with the legislative body, the Board of Trustees,
on recommendations, after a public hearing, by the Zonin 1Commission or a Committee appointed for the purpose. . .
Such a use exception as allowing living quarters in
garages as presently being heard and approved by our Board
of Zoning Adjustment should be use exceptions granted for a
temporary use only. On the other hand, it is believed
that granting a permanent use exception for off-street
parking for retail business in adjoining residential areas
can be a permanent approval if granted with sufficient con-
ditions*2
Under the existing Zoning Ordinance here in Tacoma
"special exceptions" are not known nor granted as such.
Special permits are sometimes given for utilities necessary
in residential districts. Churches and schools require
special permits to go in residential districts and thus their
locations are controlled.
The feeling here is that "special exceptions" are
dangerous. A f'ew specified uses may, in our revised ordinance,
be allowed by a special permit from the City Council if such
a use is considered necessary to the public welfare in a
9ITulsa Oklahoma.
cook sounty, Illinois.
21 0ak Park, Illinois.
22Kansas City, Missouri.
20
district where otherwise such a use is prohibited; all other
"
texceptions" must be variances and brought to the consider-
ation of the Board of Adjustment.23
Summary of findings. Our study. of the use of special'
exceptions in zoning practice showed, first of all, that a
wide variation exists as to how they are granted, who grants
them, and for what uses special exceptions are granted. Just
as great a variation exists when the basic purpose of a
special exception in each ordinance is analyzed.
In some of the ordinances the purpose in granting a
special exception seemed to be for, the convenience of any
property owner. If there seemed to be any reasonable demon-
stration that property could be put to more profitable use
through a special exception, without causing obvious harm to
surrounding property, the granting of a special exception was
provided for in the ordinance. In other ordinances the intent
in granting special exceptions seemed to be that they should
not be allowed unless there was defiriite evidence of
community need and that the use would not be harmful to sur-
rounding property. Where a community need was established
for a use, in a district from which it was otherwise excluded,
the special exception was used to place additional qualitative
restrictions on that use not possible in the more general
terms of district regulations.
An analysis of ordinances alone does not always give a
true picture of the way special exceptions provisions operate
23Tacoma, Washington.
21
in actual practice. The makeup of the board of appeal,
administration and enforcement of the ordinance, and the
interpretation by the courts in different jurisdictions all
serve to influence the application of zoning regulations to
a particular city.
22
PART IV
REC OMMENfDATIONS
Distinction between special exception and variance.
In drafting the zoning ordinance, it is essential that a clear
distinction be made between a variance and a special exception.
These two elements of the zoning ordinance should serve two
different functions and therefore a clear separation is needed.
This distinction between a special exception and a variance
can best be drawn by carefully defining the function each is
to serve in the ordinance.
A special exception should serve to make the ordinance
more flexible, within carefully defined limits, so that the
needs of the community may be more fully served. It should
serve as a device to give a board of appeal authority to
grant permits for certain uses subject to qualitative restric-
tions and requirements that may be thought necessary. Some
of these restrictions may be specifically stated.in the ordi-
nance with others left to the-discretion of the board of
appeal. Special exceptions should not be used to vary the
application of the district regulations where there is hard-
ship due to unusual conditions which apply to only one or two
pieces of property.
The variance should serve as a means whereby the
ordinance may be varied in cases where there is unnecessary
hardship and the ovmer will be deprived of reasonable use of
his property due to a strict application of the district
regulations. This function is important in that it serves as
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a relief valve for those unusual cases vnich cannot be
provided for in the district regulations. The variance should
be used only to relieve hardship that arises from a condition
unique to the particular property in question and not to
accomplish the same thing an amendment to the ordinance
would do. Under this definition of function, the variance
would serve to provide adjustment to the height and area
regulations of the zoning ordinance. It would not be used to
vary the use regulations, except in rare cases.
Should special exceptions be used? We think that
special exceptions can be an important and useful part of the
zoning ordinance if used correctly. It is improbable that a
zoning ordinance could be written that would meet all possible
situations and requirements which might arise. The need for
flexibility in the zoning ordinance must be met in one of
several ways. (1) The ordinance must be amended each time a
new situation arises that requires adjustment, (2) the zoning
enforcement officer must have discretionary power to vary the
provisions of the ordinance, (3) the ordinance must be so
written as to allow a board of appeal to issue special excep-
tions permits subject to appropriate conditions and safeguards.
Of these alternatives, the third is the only one which lends
itself to proper administration and which would not destroy
the intent of the ordinance. Too frequent amendment, besides
being a time consuming and cumbersome process, would tend to
meet each situation from a short range point of view without
taking into consideration an integrated, long range land use
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plan for the community. Such frequent amendments would tend
to destroy the intent of the ordinance or at best would result
in spot zoning.24
It is clearly not desirable to vest vride discretionary
power in the zoning enforcement officer who is supposed to
make decisions based only on the provisions of the ordinance.
The zoning officer performs an administrative function and
should not have the power to perform the quasi-legislative and
quasi-judicial function of granting special exceptions.
At the time of adoption of a zoning ordinance, it is
often difficult to assign certain uses to specific districts,
where they may be needed, without undesirable results. There
are bound to be a few uses the community will need but which
should not be assigned to a specific district when the ordi-
nance is drafted. These uses are such that it would not be
desirable to let them go in anywhere in the city or to let
them locate indiscriminately in any one particular district.
Since the district regulations are- a more or less general
means of applying equal restrictions to similar uses through-
out a whole district, some method of getting more control
over some specific uses is needed. Special exceptions are
a means of getting this qualitative control and a means of
controlling location within a district. Some uses that fall
into this category are: sanitariums, hospitals, cemetaries,
airports, public buildings, public utilities, and schools.
24Basset, Edward M., Zonin;, Russel Sage Foundation,
New York, 1940, page 22.
All these uses are not likely to occur in great numbers and
could cause undesirable conditions in certain districts
if allowed uncontrolled as a right. When needed, uses such
as these should be allowed as special exceptions in residen-
tial districts. They would probably be incompatible with
residences if developed indiscriminately. Most of them gener-
ate some traffic and noise and require accessory uses which
could be offensive to a neighborhood. By carefully controlling
the location and by providing adequate space, etc. the-un-
desirable features could be eliminated and at the same time
community needs would be served adequately.
Certain industries may be objectionable because of
noise, smoke, odor or appearance and are often troublesome no
matter where they are located. However, rather than complete
exclusion of these uses they could be allowed as special
exceptions under necessary restrictions that would ameliorate
these undesirable characteristics.
Each case should be considered on its' own merits and
acted on accordingly, by and at the discretion of a board of
appeal. This allows for greater flexibility in the adminis-
tration of the ordinance and at the same time the ordinance
does not become unwieldy.
How should the ordinance deal with special exceptions?
Various rules of conduct and procedure dealing with granting
exceptions to the ordinance, as set forth in the state enabling
legislation, must be incorporated in the ordinance. Simply
copying parts of the enabling legislation into the ordinance
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would not be satisfactory since any change in the enabling
legislation would require an ordinance amendment. However,
the required procedures for such things as public hearings,
notices, and appointment of a board of appeal must be followed.
Failure to do this invalidates action taken in carrying out
terms of the ordinance. Adequate and clear limits of the
jurisdiction of the board of appeal must be stated in the
ordinance so that there will be no question about zhich cases
the board may act upon.
It is necessary that all special exceptions be specifi-
-cally enumerated in the zoning ordinance. This should be done
by naming each use and the district it may go in as a special
exception. In some cases it may be desirable to permit
certain classes of uses in this way. This would apply parti-
cularly to certain industrial uses. An example of this, as
used in the Cleveland zoning ordinance would be:
"The granting body may, after public notice and
hearing and subject to appropriate conditions and safe-
guards, permit the location of a use authorized in a Heavy
Industrial District on a lot in a Commercial District which
adjoins a railroad right-of-way."
In this case any use allowed as a right in the Heavy
Industrial zone may be allowed as a special exception in a
certain place in the Commercial zone.
Since the power to grant special exceptions is actually
a limited delegation of legislative power, its use must be
subject to clear limitation in the ordinance. Besides
enumerating specific uses, the ordinance should include stand-
ards to be followed by the board of appeal. These standards
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would include certain findings to be made in each specific
case such as: the public welfare and convenience will be
served, the proposed location, will not adversely affect
sound community development, and neighboring property will
not be injured by the proposed use. In .addition, the board
of appeal should be given authority to require any additional
qualitative conditions it may deem necessary to insure proper
development. Such conditions might be for side yards, fire-
proof construction, landscaping, architectural design, and
nuisance abatement. Courts have upheld the validity of such
additional requirements by the board of appeal.25 It is
emphasized that unnecessary hardship should not be considered
a criteria for granting a special exception.
When considering the problem of applying time limits
as, On .of the conditions under which a special exception can
be granted, the uses are divided into two categories, perma-
nent and temporary. No effort should be made to impone time
limits on permanent uses. This would in effect make a perma-
nent use temporary and would discourage sound development.
On the other hand there are a number of temporary uses
Which should be granted with time limitations. These tempor-
ary uses should be explicitly enumerated as special exceptions
in the ordinance and the board of appeal given power to attach
the specific time limit according to the problems in each case.
25People ex. rel. Beinert v. Miller. New York Supreme
Court. 188 A.D. 113, 176 N.Y.S. 398; Reed v. Board of Stand-
ards of New York. New York Court of Appeals 177 N.E. 301, 255
N.Ye 126; Buckminster v. Zoning Board of Review of Pawtucket.
Rhode .,Island Supreme Court 33 Atl (2) 199.
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The case could be restudied at the end of the time limit and
if conditions warrant, an extension could be given, at the
discretion of the granting body. Uses which could be treated
under this provision are: shed incidental to residential
construction, highway sales stands, carnivals, circuses, etc.
It is recommended that special exceptions be used
with caution and only when necessary. The ordinance should
be so drawn as. to exclude the need for granting special excep-
tions as much as possible and thereby the ordinance will be
much more effective and administration will be more positive.
There are some who think special exceptions should not be used
at all. While we do not agree with this all-inclusive rejec-
tion of the use of special exceptions, there have been some
interesting points raised. Mr. Robert Kingery, General Manager
of the Chicago Regional Planning Association had this to say:2 6
First, a zoning ordinance should be so clear in it.s
wording as to leave the least possible area for interpretation.
That is axiomatic. However a number of older ordinances and
some of the newer or revised ordinances appear to be more- in-
volved than is desirable.
In the fourth paragraph of your recent letter you
indicate that in your study "there is almos t always some
provision for granting permits for such uses as churches,
schools, public and private utilities, conversions of single
houses to more than one dwelling unit, commercial uses and
temporary uses in districts where they are excluded."
Generally our suburban communities are much more rigid. They
expect and require churches and schools to comply, almost
without exception. Usually they prescribe definitely for the
location of public and private utility installations where
technological requirements indicate.they are needed. Almost
without exception they do not pennait'conversion of a single
family residence into more than one dwelling unit, have
battled this issue repeatedly in Court and have generally
been sustained. They do not allow commercial uses except by
26Personal letter written by Robert Kingery to Owen
Burnham on May 1, 195l.
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reclassification, and temporary uses are permitted sparingly
and by action of the enforcing officer under clear language.
Almost all such items as you list can be provided
for where appropriate without resort to exceptions.
You suggest that method for achieving a "degree of
flexibility not easily obtained otherwise." We belive such
provisions are apt to be misused with the result that too
great flexibility is too easily obtained.
A zoning ordinance is, or should be the clear and
definite plan for future uses of land. If it is lazily
drawn, leaving much for interpretation, exception or varia-
tion it is less clear, less definite, less stable than it -
should be. I suspect you have found a number of that type.
Your document would be most constructive if you were to
conclude that much of the matter so treated should be regu-
lated more exactly.
This view stresses again the need for clear and care-
rul definition of special exceptions and the power of the board
of appeal relative to granting exceptions to the ardinance.
Who should grant special exceptions? Special exceptions,
as outlined above, should be granted by and at the discretion
of a board of zoning appeals. The results of this study of
zoning practice and the use of special exceptions showed a
number of different bodies given this power. In some cities
as many as three different groups were gliven this pow6r and
in some cases, there was overlapping jurisdiction. This situa-
tion makes for difficulties in administration and control of
the zoning ordinance. The dangers of alloving city councils
or other legislative groups to pass on special exceptions rests
in the fact that such action is legislative and recourse to the
courts is then valid only on ground of constitutionality. The
situation can be remedied only by declaring the legislative act
unconstitutional. When a special exception is granted by the
board of appeal, the powers of the court may be used f or
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constructive adjustment. The courts can modify the rulings and
requirements of a zoning board of appeal.27
It is not desirable to give the zoning enforcement
officer, who is an administrative officer, the discretionary
power to: grant or deny special exceptions to the ordinance.
Only chaos iould result if the enforcement officer sometimes
followed the strict letter of the ordinance and other times
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made an exception at his own discretion.
There is a clear need for a separate board of appeal
to exercise the necessary fT.nction of hearing aid deciding
special situatibns and seeing that justice is done. The ordi-
nance must set forth clearly their powers and their specific
Jurisdiction. These powers would include:
(1) Review on appeal the actions of the administrative
officer who enforces the ordinance and to interpret the mean-
ing of the ordinance in case of uncertainty.
(2) Grant variances from the strict letter of the
ordinance in instances of unnecessary hardship.
(3) Permit special exceptions which are specified in
the zoning ordinance and placed under the jurisdiction of the
board of appeal.
A special exception, in the past, has generally been
considered to fall within the original jurisdiction of the
board of appeal and a variance has been within the appellate
jurisdiction. However, for the sake of simplifying procedure
2XBasset, oo. cit., p. 158.2UIbid., p3l2T.
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we can see no. good reason why all requests for either special
exceptions or variances should not go first to the zoning
enforcement officer. He can then classify the cases and send
it on to the board of appeal. As a matter of common practice,
this is what actually happens and the ordinance should
recognize it by having all requests for special exceptions
go to the zoning enforcement officer. Justice would not be
impaired, since his decision can be appealed to the board
of appeal.
Special exceptions are primarily land use problems
and they directly influence the land use pattern. They should
therefore be located and controlled with a view toward ef-
fectuating a comprehensive land use plan for the community.
To accomplish this, each proposed special exception should be
referred to the planning agency for study and report, This
should be a statutory requirement for all special exceptions
and would thereby bring to bear the technical competance
of the planning staff in making these decisions which are
going to influence the community plan.
The final decision of whether to grant or deny a
special exception should still fall within the discretionary
power of the board of appeal. The assumption is maae that
the board of appeal will be-attempting to do a conscientious
job on all requests comin e bfobr it and they will probably
accept and act on the advice of the planning agency, which
should be based on adequate and complete information. This
leaves the planning agency in the position of a recommending
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body and assures that their views will be heard on these
special exceptions.'
Planning agency participation in granting special
exceptions will be more effective by way of reports and
recommendations than by having one member of the planning
commission on the board of appeal. In the report procedure,
the tfechnical planning staff will have an oportunity to
indicate its views, while placing a member of the planning
commission on the board of appeals may eliminate the advice
of the trained planner*
Future research indicated. In the process of complet-
ing this study, several problems came to our attention on
which future research might prove valuable. These became
apparet early in our research due to the lack of published
mate'rial on them.
(1) Analysis of state enabling legislation under which
zoning is operating.
(2) Types of conditions the ordinance should set forth
under which special exceptions can be granted.
(3) Types of conditions the board of appeal should
attach before granting a special exception.
(4) Legislative and judicial background for using
special exceptions for establishing performance standards
for zoning. rather than having specific restrictions in the
ordinance.
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
1. Copy of. Letter Sent to Persons in the Field off Zoning
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of City & Regional Planning
Cambridge, Massachusetts
March 5, 1951
Dear Sir:
As a joint thesis we are undertaking a study of the gen-
eral provisions of zoning ordinances with particular reference
to the use of Special Exceptions. Knowing that you have been
active in the field of zoning and have had first hand experience
with the problems of Special Exceptions, we would appreciate
your referring us to ordinances you have worked on and which
you would consider valuable to this study. It would seem de-
sirable to use a number of ordinances which run the gamut of
variations as they exist in different parts of the country- and
in different ordinances.
We have in mind a rather comprehensive analysis of as many
zoning ordinances as time will permit. The tentative plan of
our study is to tabulate the provisions of each ordinance as
it relates to such things as: administration of the ordinanced,
number and. types of zones, appointment and procedure of the
board of adjustment, municipal officer responsible for enforce-
ment, provisions for variance, and other characteristics which
can be tabulated, together with the provisions of Special
Exception.
-.We hope to be able to produce a broad framework in the
general analysis upon which to base a more thorough study of
the problems of the Special Exception. There seems to be con-
siderable variation in its treatment and we hope to produce
some conclusions and recommendations as to how this problem
should be treated.
We would appreciate your opinion concerning ordinances
which should be considered in this study and.any suggestions
as to where they may be obtained. Any other ideas you have
about this problem would be most welcome.
Very truly yours,
Morris E. Johnson
Owen W. Burnham
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2. Persons Responding to Letter
Edmund N. Bacon, Planning Director, City Plan Commission,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Charles W. Barr, Assistant Professor of Urban Planning,
Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan
Harland Bartholemew, Planning Consultant, St. Louis,
Missouri
Ernest R. Bartley, Professor of, Political Science, Univ--
ersity of Florida, Gainsville, Florida
Charles B. Bennett, Director of Planning, Los Angeles,
California
Russell VanNest Black, Planning Consultant, Pennsylvania
T. Ledyard Blakeman, Executive Director, Regional Planning
Commission, Detroit, Michigan
Walter H. Blucher, Executive Director, American Society
of Planning Officials, Chicago, Illinois
Robert D. Bugher, Michigan Municipal League, Ann Arbor,
Michigan
Edwin S. Burdell, Director, The Cooper Union, New York,
New York
Stuart F. Chapin Jr., Dept. of City & Regional Planning,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina
Frederich P. Clark, Planning Director, Regional Plan
Association Inc., New York, New York
Elmer R. Coburn, Director, Research and Planning Division,
Connecticut Development Commission, Hartford, Conn.
Arthur C. Comey, Planning Consultant, Massachusetts
E. G. Faludi, Managing Director, Town Planning Consultants
Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Andre Faure, Town Planner, F.H.A., San Francisco, California
H. Kennon Francis, Principal Planning Technician, State
Planning Board, Montgomery, Alabama
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2. Persons Responding to Letter (Cont.)
Herbert S. Hare, Planning Consultant, Kansas:'City,
Missouri
Robert C. .Hoover, Executive Secretary, Broome County
Planning Board, Binghamton, New York
Robert Kingery, General Manager, Chicago Regional Planning
Association, Chicago, Illinois
Philip Nichols, Attorney, Boston, Massachusetts
Francis A. Pitkin, Executive Director, State Planning
Board, Hamsburg, Pennsylvania
Hugh R. Pomeroy, Westchester County Department of Planning
White Plains, New York
Ira S. Robbins, Executive Vice President, Citizens Housing
and Planning Council, New York City, New York
Ladislas Segoe, Planning Consultant, Cincinnati, Ohio
Lawrence V. Sheridan, Planning Consultant, Indianapolis,
Indiana
Flavel Shurtleff, Attorney, Marshfield Hills, Massachusetts
Sulo J. Tani, Executive Director, New Hampshire State
Planning & Development Commission, Concord, New Hampshire
Norman Williams Jr., Attorney, New York City, New York
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APPENDIX B
Selected Zoning Ordinances Analyzed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
Austin, Texas
Baltimore, Md.
Bensenville, Ill.
Brookline, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
Charleston, West Va.
Chicago, Ill..
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Oh io
Cook County, Ill.
Detroit, Mich.
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
District of Columbia
Dothan, Alabama
East Lansing, Mich.
Englewood, Colo.
Fayettville, N.C.
Gary, Ind.
Greensboro, N.C.
Hartford, Conn.
Highland, Park, Ill.
Hunting Valley, Ohio
Jackson gounty, Mo.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
Kansas City, Mo.
Ladue, Mo.
Leavenworth, Kan.
Little Rock, Ark.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Madison, N.J.
Madison, Wisc.
Manchester, Conn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Middletown, R.I.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montgomery, Ala.
New Orleans, La.
New York, New York
Newton, Mass.
Oakland, Calif.
Oak Park, Ill.
Omaha, Neb.
Pelham Manor, N.Y.
Phoenix, Arizona
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Princeton, N.J.
Providence, R.I.
Raleigh, N.C.
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Selected Zoning Ordinances Analyzed (Cont.)
49. Rolla, Mo.
50. Rye, N.Y.
51. Sacramento, Calif.
52. Salt Lake County, Utah
53. San Francisco, Calif.
54. Seattle, Wash.
55. Solano County, Calif.
56. Stamford, Conn.
57. St. Louis, Mo.
58. Stockbridge, Mass.
59. Tacoma, Wash.
60. Tucson, Ariz.
61. Vancouver, B.C.
62. Washington Maryland Reg. Dist.
63. West Hartford, Conn.
64. Winnetka, Ill.
65. Winston-Salem, N.C.
66. A Model Zoning By-Law, Nat'l Reseai-ch Council of Canada,
Ottawa, Canada
67. Proposed Zoning Code For the Communities Forming the
Regional Planning Authority of South Central Connecticut
APPENDIX C
1. Samples of the Questions Answered Directly
From Each Zoning Ordinance
GENERAL BACKGROUND
A. Town or County Cleveland, Ohio
B. Population 878,336 3.. Date of ordinance 12/28/49
C. No. of use districts: Residential- 1, 2, 3,
Commercial 5, 6
Industrial 7, 8, 9
Others
D. Residence allowed in industrial zone?
E. Are variances granted? yesX, no,
By whom? Board of Appeals
no
Number of members 5 . Vote required 3/
Optional conditions? yesX, no_. any desired
Necessary conditions? yesX, no_. carefully defined in
ord.
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
F. Are they granted? yes_, no___
G. Distinguished from a variance? yes_, no_(clearly,
vaguely)
Is there a distinction in procedure? yes_, no___
H. What are they called? Special Exceptions
I. Who grants them? Board of Appeals
Is planning board represented? yesX, no_ Staff member
Vote required? 3/5 is sec. of B. of A.
J. Who may appeal?. Any person, officer, dept. etc.
K. Is special exception request referred to the planning bd?
yesX, no_, some cases X. Action requiredP.B.staff is
Others referred to? available for help when desired by
B. of A.
L. Public hearing required? yes, no__. Notice required
M. Are time limits put on special exceptions? yesX, no.
Which uses? Any use in an undeveloped area.
N. Conditions attached to special exceptions.
Optional conditions? yesI, no. Any necessary
Necessary conditions? yes_, no Must conform to
specific conditions in ordinance.
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Cleveland, Ohio (Cont.)
2. Uses Allowed As Special Exception
RIS.E.Zone
1. Conversion
2. Group dwellings
(less than 6 units)
3. Cemeteries,funeral
homes
4. Hospitals,sanitaria X
5. Schools, colleges
parks,playgrounds
6. Churches
7. Rooming houses,
Fraternities
dorms-
8. Gas stations
9. Public buildings
Public utilities
museums
10..Parking lots
11. Parking garages
12. Repair garages
13. Industry
14. Junk & storage yard
must be over 125 ft.
fron res. zone
X1
x
x
X
3
3
4
1
2
XIl
X
4
2
5
X12
Il 1
X
X
I
5
2,3,4
*15.
16.
By
Residence, dwell-
ings
Rail & bus sta.
(passenger)
I
17. Earth removal
18. Hotel or Inn X
19. Amusements X
20. Warehouse
21. Gen. categories
Others
22. Tourist park
or. camp
#23. General Ind. X
24. Temporary permits
in undeveloped area
(any use)
25. Non-conforming
use changed to other
N.C. use
5 I
1,2,3,4
8
7
x
x
X
x
x
(for continuation of non-conforming
* For caretakers and operating personnel
# When it adjoins a railroad right of way
6
4
6
6
8
7
any
zone
any
zone
use)
Rt',S.E.Z n
I
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3. Samples of the Questions Answered Directly
From Each Zoning Ordinance (Cont .
GENERAL BACKGROUND
A. Town or County Detroit, Michigan
(1940)
B. Population 1,623,452 3. Date of ordinance 2/1/49
C. No. of use districts: Residential Rl, R2,RM,RMA,RM4,RMU
Commercial B2,B6,BL,BC,C6
Industrial ML ML6,MH
Others, Pl. tparking)
D. Residence allowed in industrial zone? no
E. Are variances granted? yesX, no_.
By whom? Board of Zoning Appeals
Number of members . Vote required 2/3
Optional conditions? yes I, no_. any deemed necessar
Necessary conditions? yesX, no_. "-hardship & difficulties"
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
F. Are they granted? yes_, no_.
G. Distinguished from a variance? yesX, no_.(clearly,vaguely)
Is there a distinction in procedure? yes., no_.
H. What are they called? Special Exceptions
I. Who grants them? Board of Appeals,City council,Plan.Comm.
Is planning board represented? yes_, no X.
Vote required? 4/5
J. Who may appealAny person aggrieved, any officer dept.etc.
K. Is special exception request referred to the planning bd?
yes_, no X, some cases X.Action required?May grant some
Others referred to?
L, Public hearing required? yesI, no__. Ndtice required_
M. Are time limits put on special exceptions? yes , no
Which uses? Any not detrimental in undeveloped area (2yrs)
N. Conditions attached to special exceptions.
Optional conditions? yes X, no_. proper safeguards taken
Necessary conditions? yes_, no..
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Detroit, Michigan (Cont.)
4. Uses Allowed As Special Exception
By
Rt' S.E.Zone
1. Conversion
2. Group dwellings X R2
Planning Comm.approval
(may be appealed to council)
3. Cemeteries,funeral
homes II
4. Hospitals,sanitaria X
5. Schools, colleges
(non profit)
6. Churches X
7. Rooming houses, X
Fraternities
dorms
8. Gas stations X
9. Public buildings X
Public utilities I
10. Parking lots X
11. Parking garages
12, Repair garages X
13. Industry
light mfg.
14. Junk & storage yard X
RM4
X [R1
Rl
RM
B2
R1
any
Rl
B2
IIB2
C6
15. Residence, dwell-
ings
16. Rail & bus sta.
(passenger)
17. Earth removal
18. Hotel or Inn
19. Amusements
20. Warehouse
210 Gen.categories
R, S.E.Zone
X RM4
Change from one non conforming use to another of similar
character allowed by special exception.
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5. Samples of the Questions Answered Directly
From E Zoning Ordinance (Cont.)
GENERIAL BACKGROUND
A. Town or County Solano County, California
B. Population_ 3. Date of ordinance Jan.1942
C. No. of use districts: Residential Al, A2, A3, A4
Commercial C, D, E
Industrial G
Others K-agriculture A-catch all
D. Residence allowed in industrial zone? yes
E. Are variances granted? yesI, no_
By whom? Board of County Supervisors
Number of members . Vote required
Optional conditions? yes X, no_. any necessary
Necessary conditions? yes., no_. hardship etc.
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
F. Are they granted? yes , no__
G. Distinguished from a variance? yes, no_X.(clearly,vaguely)
Is there a distinction in procedure? yes_, no_X.
H., What are they called? variances
I. Who grants them? Board of County Supervisors
Is planning board represented? yes_, noX.
Vote required?
J. Who may appeal? Any person
K. Is special exception request referred to the planning bd?
yesX, no_, some cases . Action required referred to the
Others referred to? Board of adjustment who are 3 mem.
of the plan. domm.
L. Public hearing required? yes_., no__. Notice required
M. Are time limits put on special exceptions? yesX, no_
Which uses? some industrial uses
N. Conditions attached to special exceptions.
Optional conditions? yes X, no . necessary
Necessary conditions? yes-7, no_. hardship
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Solano County, California (Cont.)
6. Uses Allowed As Special Exception
By
Rt.S.E.Zone
1. Conversion
2. Group dwellings
3. Cemeteries, funeral
home
4. Hospitals, sanitaria
5. Schools, colleges
6. Churches
7. Rooming houses,
Fraternities-
dorms
8. Gas stations
9. Public buildings
Public utilites
Parks,playgrounds
10. Parking lots
11. Parking garages
12. Repair garages
13. Industry Any Ind.
noxious ind.
X
X
IA4
Al
X l
X A3
X
X
X
X
X
C
Al ,C
Al, C
AlC
D
X D
X D
X
X
A
G
By
Rt.S.E.Zone
14.
15.
Junk & storage yd.
Residence,dwell-
ings
16. Rail & bus sta.
(passenger)
17. Earth removal
18. Hotel or Inn
*19. Amusements
20. Warehouse
21. Gen.categories
Others
22. Nurseries
23. Auto Courts
24. Retail stores
25. Signs
*Special Exception required only if use is less than 200 ft.from
Res. district.
Board of Supervisors must approve all special exception requests
after Plan. Bd. has made recommendation.
XiAE
X A
X C
XI DE
E
X|Al, C
XIAr
X C
xIC
X
Rt.SE.Z n
Totals and
APPENDIX D
Summary from Check Sheets
TOTAL S.E. + 4 -, I 2 04 ii*.D 1 4
SOUTH CENTRAL CONN. - U . w1r- TOTE. ... 0(4 -1 V r4 ~o2ado r 9
WASH.MD. REG. DIST. 0 4 0 'oUorfor4v s or4r <<r.0e u v r <o
OTTAWA, CANADA Q 4 ooro or oa or y r orow or 1 0
SOLANOCOUNTY, CAL. U 4 a - - - .. - v e u - Ur
SALT LAKE CO.,UTAH M 94 e -o MnaMa oro4 'coae ( or orJ or re o at- r 
JACKSON CO., MO. 4< 4 IM ofom r A1 4o 0io o1(Qi <4or g o <r 4 4or<
COOK COUNTY, ILL. C r ar v N -or- - or - le ... r -- or-y- orq Ola or 
- rBENNSENVILL, ILL r or o (or d -0 - o- orf I or U 4r WO .<
HUNTING VALLEY, OHIO <4 < - 4 4 -4 or
STOCKBRIDGE, MASS. 1 4 - r<a 2 .o om - Or'i
MIDDLETOWN, R.I. - 14 - or Uo o -lo- or ofr
LADUE, MO. K- 4< 4 o o
ROLLA, MO. .:. o o -or- - -or or . 4 <eor-o o
PELHAM MANOR, N.Y. N . -
EAST LANSING, MICH. < o ot-a or or o r - -o r r
PRINCETON, N.J. o r< or r- -. <
MADISON, N. J. - X o 0
ENGELWOOD, COLO. X-. qq) or ro o or ,r Nr orovrear ord 1 -
RYE, N.Y. or -- - - -- - n
WINNETKA, ILL. U or ;;arofrd- .- 4< 4 o or 0er-iof oratro r -,oP.
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL. _ 9< 0 01 a ort - -or s _ 4 4 - of oalro 010 :. oi-osor 4 4c<(
DOTHAN, ALA. X - a Q oUQ-v-ot-v- - - - u of u all)
FAYETTVILLE,N.C. u 4 orow-vr-or-vr oi401r 2 ... .. 0r o -o - j-4
LEAVENWORTH ,KAN. << 4 < - # o oo< < <or -a( r 4 4 4 -
MANCHESTER, CONN. - 0X rer- r- - r U U U
WEST HARTFORD, CONN. #or< -roor1ord<r< - - - < < 4 _ o -- 'oro - o -
TUCSON, ARIZONA N Ov lor r of a( of 40Aerd4r4 4o er01 r - -1 
RALEIGH, N.C. I o r 4 Of orrwI'M otM4 o fi 4 4ofr s 4 or oaf or or lo,
§AMFORD, CONN. er- r< -r< pr of-a< 4 4i4 t4 or ,( - 'O 0 or ) 0o- r-'
BROOKLINE,MASS. -4 M ra 0 1 - 0
GREENSBORO, N.C. U < IororaMa 01 4 or 014 ( 4 (oat(r4o, 0oitvo uloroo04
PHOENIX,ARIZONA UX4vrem 4 oi e ir 0 d <r4 f41V4er re o r o.oi- J-or1 r- N-
OAK PARK, ILL. oru ( . rMr r Orfor li < 4 Moro roa U _ ov-o- 4 4 4er
MADISON, WISC. iX- rla <Q<ior4o4 o( 401t v 1 at< or ior - , or -J
CHARLESTON, W. VA. X- I Orfrom roi o- -r o - -o0 or o- or <o ,-0.
MONTGOMERY, ALA. 4i <or ( Or eiu or 4 4<o 4 4 4 r - -4 9-
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. 2 4 - < -or-o-o- - -r i . _ ---
AUSTIN, TEXAS Otr <vi m io -Mi -or- r- - o vi orjoeroat0 i or- o ir otJ o
LITTLE ROCK,ARK. < 0 oN0Nor -or-or- i-ti 4 < < 0rd 1 or - 4
SACRAMENTO, CAL. 01u<- <or o-s4 4 n < 4 4 4 oo U 0 or J < -
TACOMA, WASH. - oo<o 0) ror0o o f 2 c Qor- -or or o on -
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. a'.N 0 r< rM roff "Oia r r-' -or r-or-of- rrr orf -
GARY, INDIANA uo<I orf (n 0er~r4r4orwov< 4OortiU orU <-1-.io - v <d
DES MOINES, IOWA - Xart o- t 0o 4r 4r 4 < 0 ordo0 v- -
NEWTON,MASS. - -X- o - - - - - v4 < U u 'o - I
VANCOUVER, B.C. - 2X or1 aror-v-or-or-or-oi- - 2 or~erov' ~ 2 2 - -
HARTFORD, CONN. -01Ur4-Ormo-vi-o-1--o-or- - oio v ' . 3 - r
OMAHA,NEBRASKA _ardor r oreormo m0 ri- -r--01r-o--r ml 0 U 0o 01r- - - Id- or0dr -Q
-at < 4 CIO_ Q -lc ~ ----- ------ _ 9- -6PROVIDENCE, R.I. o< 0 4 4 40r< < < odvoolr- -otoor < old
MEMPHIS, TENN. or(c-g Coorqo - 4 ofri or<e NJ < cN
OAKLAND, CAL. 04014r d-ro---- < 4 oroor1 U 4 - - croor <
DENVER, COLO. _ <( I o~' 4 < <0-v- 4 4 ofUrNa 4 4oU 4 <
SEATTLE, WASH. afoot<or c -0ror -- 0-- - - 91oo-0ro 0 0 U _ U 4 4 -
KANSAS CITY, MO. do ir0 M 0 roro-d-0i-lr-or- T o far-ol-or' or1 at - or- or <
CINCINNATI, OHIO of N CC oN o 01or al a - 01-o1 01aC or er oorU or - 0/d -
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 0 r r4 orf arM o rNor0N- -- N1O- - - - - -oN - - m-
NEW ORLEANS, LA. -U O 7( aror&ar<4a4 - <or4or< . o 013 - -,o -
SAN FRAN'CISCO, CAL. iIX-atc-: aeJNwNvor (o1o- - ----- rd -rU - Wr of - - -
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA <of 4 o4 r -4 or- U U or - < a( AL
PITTSBURGH, PA. <NOr Ire or vNordc - < - 01UorotU 4 o-oN
ST. LOUIS , MO. X 4 0 0 C o-a- < 4 (vi- orUoroorU 4 < -of ator u - I
BALTIMORE, MD. ourCx< 4 o o 4404 41<vr at <14 < oi4 < 0o(aia - r o -vio t - <1 I
CLEVELAND OHIO - ot <0or - - - - -m orUd1 U oU of-
LOS ANGELES,CAL. < - - < - < 4 < oiooro or -adoou 4 <
DETROIT, MICH C 4 oou - 0-0r or<voord olo) U ora ' v4
CHICAGO, ILL. 01< - 0r- - oQ o1 tore 3or ' Orfo- .4oJ01ofr U
NEW YORK, N.Y. -L _- - , U U U -
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2. Explanation of Summar Chart of Check Sheets
This summary chart was compiled to show the findings
on each ordinance, so there could be a comparison. The
cities were listed arbita;arily according to size on the
chance that certain patterns might reveal different practices
in the various sizes of cities. There were no such definite
patterns indicated.
It was impossible to tabulate all of the information
available on such a chart without making it very complicated.
To simplify it a legend was devised as indicated on the
chart. The chart shows, beginning with 1 at the top in
which zone of the zones established for each city, a special
exception is allowed. Where no special exception is allowed
it shows where the use is allowed as a right. The chart
as such indicates the "ceiling," or how far up the scale
to the so called tmost restricted" zone the use is first
allowed. In almost all cases a use is also allowed in all
zones less restricted than that which it is indicated on
the chart. This is especially true when a use is allowed
as a right. For example, rooming houses are allowed as a
right in Kansas City in zone 3 or the multi-family resident-
ial district. It is assumed that they are also allowed in
all less restricted zones as a right. This is not always
the case since some cities do not allow residental uses
in industrial districts. This can be checked by referring
to the fourth question of appendix E.
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2. Explanation of Summary Chart of Check Sheets (Cont.)
When a use is allowed as a special exception, as in-
dicated by the black square, the' number below it indicates
the zone where it is allowed as a S.E. No indication was
possible within the limits of this tabulation to show, in
addition, in which zones the S.E. was allowed as a right.
In most cases these uses were allowed as a right in all
zones less restricted than the one in which it was allowed
as a special exception, although there were exceptions to
this. An example: San Francisco allows churches in the
jingle family district by special exception, it is assumed
that it is allowed by right in other districts.
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APPENDIX F
Other Uses Which Have Been Used As Special Exceptions
Animal hospitals, kennels
Athletic fields
Carnivals, circuses, fairgrounds
Crematories
Drive-in theaters
Golf courses, driving ranges
Gun clubs
Nurseries, greenhouses
Penal institutions
Philanthropic institutions
Private clubs
Radio and television antennas
Riding acadamies
Sewage treatment
Signs and billboards
Slaughter houses
Water plant and facilities
Wayside stands
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APPENDIX G
1. Copy of Letter Sent to Chairmen of Zoning
Boards of Appa
Department of City Planning
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
Chairman
Zoning Board of Appeal
Dear Sir:
Your zoning ordinance has been selected for analysis
in a study we are conducting as a thesis on the use of
Special Exceptions in zoning practice. We have included or-
dinances from all parts of the country to allow a comparison
of the legal framework and treatment of Special Exceptions as
they are used in zoning practice today.
Special Exceptions are known by many different names
and the term has sometimes been used interchangeably with
variance or variation. In our study we include as Special
Exceptions only those specific exceptions to the use provi-
sions stated in the ordinance which may be granted by and at
the discretion of some appointed body; usually the board of
appeals or adjustment. They are distinguished from variances
in that they are usually a matter of "original jurisdiction"
without regard to hardship, whereas a variance is a matter
of "appeal" in which there must be unusual conditions and
hardship pertaining to a particular piece of property.
To complete our study we feel it necessary to find
out what the results have been in applying the Special
Exceptions provisions so defined in your ordinance. The
enclosed form is designed to reduce to a minimum the demands
on your time in giving us the benefit of your experience and
recommendations.
From this study we hope to make concrete proposals
as to how Special Exceptions should be treated in the future.
Your response will be of great value and we sincerely
appreciate your efforts in answering and returning the
questionnaire.
Very truly yours,
Owen W. Burnham
Morris E. Johnson
50
2. Cop of Questionnaire Completed b Board of Appeal
With Replies Tabulated
I. A. Special Exceptions are granted:
12 frequently.
311 rarely.
B. Variances are granted:
30 more frequently than Special Exceptions.
about as often,
orarely.
II. In your
16
024
opinion, Special Exceptions are:
an important part of the ordinance.
a useful accessory
unimportant.
troublesome
III. Special Exceptions should be allowed: (Check one)
3. only when carefully defined and controlled in
the ordinance itself .
_Z' by defining in a general way uses to be allowed
as Special Exceptions and giving the board of
appeal wide discretionary power.
6 very rarely. If there is need for a Special
Exception the ordiance should be amended.
IV. Which of the following powers should the planning agency
have in Special Exceptions? (Check one or more.)
8 Mandatory referral by board of appeal for report
only.
6 Mandatory referral with the right to deny any
Special Exception request.
2 The right to express an opinion at the public
hearing.
l Report when requested by board of appeal.
2 One member of the planning agency should be a
member of the board of appeal.
None of the above powers.
V. Special
22
Exceptions should be granted: (check one)
only for temporary uses.
for both permanent and temporary uses but with
a time limit.
without time limits.
VI. Additional comments:
51
3. Replies on Questionnaire Sent to Zoning
Boards of Appeal
Name of City Replying
Alexandria, Va.
Austin, Texas
Bensenville, Ill.
Charleston, West Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Cook County, Ill.
Concord, N. H.
Cuyahoga County, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
East Lansing, Mich.
Engelwood, Colo.
Fayettville, N. C.
Greensboro, N. C.
Helena, Mont.
Kansas City, Mo.
Lake Forrest, Ill.
Lansing, Mich.
Logan, Utah
Los Angeles, Calif.
Louisville, Kentucky
Ordinance Analyzed
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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3. Replies on Questionnaire Sent to Zoning
Boards of Apeal Cotnt.
Name of ReplyinG
Madison, N. J.
Madison, Wisc.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miami, Florida
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montgomery, Ala.
Mt. Lebanon, Penn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newton, Mass.
Oak Park, Ill.
Omaha, Neb.
Pelham Manor, N. Y.
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Pocatello, Idaho
Princeton, N. J.
Raleigh, N. C.
Richmond, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.
Sacramento, Calif.
Salt Lake County, Utah
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Solano County, Calif.
Ordinance Analyzed
I
x
x
x
x
I
x
I
I
x
I
x
I
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3. Replies on Questionnaire Sent to Zoning
Boards of App-eaCoiit.t)
Name of ity Replying Ordinance Analyzed
South Charleston, W. Va.
St. Paul, Minn.
Tacoma, Wash. X
Tucson, Arizona X
Tulsa, Okla.
West Hartford, Conn. X
Winnetka, Ill. - I
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